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Chapter 1471 Dimension Queen Heidi 

 

 

Mo Fan was a Space Mage, too. He could sense the accelerating force between him and the woman. It 

had greatly sped up the rocks and stalactites being fired at him. 

Even a rock the size of a fist was as destructive as a rocket at its current speed! Mo Fan knew his wall of 

Will had no chance of stopping the spray of crude missiles. He decisively cast Blink to escape from the 

area! 

Mo Fan vanished into thin air as a trail of silver crystals fell to the ground, reappearing behind the 

woman. 

The woman was very sensitive to the energy of the Space Element, and immediately turned around. Her 

ash-brown hair drifted about as her alluring figure floated in the air. Her sapphire blue eyes flickered 

once again. The cave began to shake as multiple stalactites began to fall from above. Cracks started 

crisscrossing the unique cave. 

Mo Fan was utterly shocked. How could the woman’s Will be so strong? He was afraid that he would be 

buried alive in the cave if he did not find his way out soon! 

The water of the heavenly river poured deep into the lake below, reflecting a huge rainbow at the 

center of the waterfall under the sunlight. 

Professor Li, Zhao Manyan, and the others on the bridge seemed extremely worried. Enough time had 

passed for Mo Fan to enter the cave and come out here, yet they had yet to see any movement. Did 

something go wrong for him? 

“I think you might have to look around at the bottom of the lake. Maybe you can still save the guy in 

time!” Edith had a pleased face. 

There was only one possibility if the guy did not show up after so long; the current must have pushed 

him down to the bottom of the lake! If the guy failed to break free from the current, he would most 

likely drown after he was worn out. There were times where they had to fish dead bodies out from the 

bottom of the lake! 

A huge explosion suddenly blew the curtain of water apart. The water scattered over a hundred meters 

away. 

Professor Li, Sheryl, and the others were around eighty meters away from the waterfall, so the explosion 

was very close to them. Over a hundred tons of water was pouring down at them, like a huge beast of 

the deep ocean tearing at them. 

“Water Curtain!” Zhao Manyan reacted swiftly. He completed the Advanced Water Spell within a few 

seconds, forming an arc-shaped barrier above the group. 



The water poured down with a deafening roar, churning up the lake. The bridge was swaying hard, and 

almost knocked them into the water. 

“What’s going on?” Zhao Manyan looked up at the white curtain of the waterfall and noticed a huge 

hole in it. The water was avoiding the spot as it flowed by. 

A long-haired woman wrapped by a silver rug floated out of the hole. White ripples were scattering 

within ten meters of her, splitting the waterfall in half to clear a path for the woman, an otherworldly 

sight. Her strong aura continued to stir up water pillars from the waterfall and the lake! 

“This place is going to be your burial ground!” The woman’s voice was sharp, each of her words 

contained deadly force. When she uttered the last word, the magnificent waterfall exploded, while the 

water pouring down was intercepted and placed under the control of her Will… 

The water was no longer falling down, but surging horizontally at a tiny figure on the surface of the lake! 

The person was none other than Mo Fan. He had escaped from the cave, but to his surprise, the 

madwoman continued to chase after him. He immediately turned into a nimble shadow bird and fled 

from the place, sticking closely to the surface of the lake when he noticed the waterfall changing 

directions! 

The water was blocking the sunlight. It split into different streams around thirty meters from the surface 

of the lake. The streams were lunging at the shadow bird that Mo Fan had transformed into, like several 

enormous white dragons! 

Mo Fan quickly flew past the bridge, yelling at Zhao Manyan, “Old Zhao, lend me a hand!” 

Zhao Manyan glanced at the dragons that the waterfall had turned into, before looking at the icy woman 

standing amid the raging tide. After hesitating slightly, he said, “I think it’s better for me to stay out of 

it!…” 

“You son of a b**ch!” Mo Fan’s voice faded into the distance. 

The waterfall dragons caught up to Mo Fan as the duration of the shadow bird came to an end. Four of 

the dragons slammed heavily into him. Shocking waves exploded across the lake, causing a huge 

downpour across a distance of a few kilometers… 

The group gasped in disbelief after witnessing the outstanding sight. Zhao Manyan looked at the woman 

in fear. He was relieved that he had made the right choice of not lending Mo Fan a hand! 

“It’s Heidi!” 

“Queen of Dimensions!” 

Sheryl and Edith blurted out in shock. 

“She’s the strongest student of the Alps Institute?” Professor Li asked with a hint of surprise. 

“Yes, the shameless prick must have somehow offended Heidi. He’s definitely going to learn some 

manners!” Sheryl was overjoyed. 



“It doesn’t feel like she’s trying to teach him a lesson. She’s serious about killing him,” Professor Zheng 

said seriously. 

“He deserves it!” Sheryl was holding a strong grudge against Mo Fan. 

“That woman is very strong…” Mu Bai observed. 

“Strong? Are you blind? She was able to control such a huge waterfall with just her Will of the Space 

Element. She’s an absolute monster; Mo Fan is clearly done for!” Zhao Manyan said. 

“Such an insane cultivation!” Li Ximei and Shi Junsheng exclaimed. 

The group was already suffocating from the pressure when they were standing close to the waterfall. 

The strength of the waterfall was clearly enough to blast a tiny mountain apart when it was being used 

as a weapon. They could not help but wonder how Mo Fan was feeling after taking the hit! 

Blazing red flames rose from the water. They swiftly burned the surrounding water vapor into a white 

mist that rose continuously into the sky. 

A figure slowly rose under the water. The blazing red flames spread over ten meters from Mo Fan, 

turning the water that was splashing at him into steam! 

“B**ch, don’t you dare mess with me! Do you believe that I’m going to tear that rug off you and throw 

you onto the plaza in the middle of the city!?” Mo Fan cursed angrily, pointing at Heidi. 

Mo Fan had already had enough. It was the woman’s fault for being naked inside the cave, yet she still 

tried to kill him for stumbling into her. Mo Fan was going easy on her because she was a woman. He 

would not show any mercy if she dared to cross the line further! 

“I was thinking of leaving your corpse intact… but that won’t be necessary now!” Heidi spat back coldly. 

“Do you believe that I’m going to kill you and rape you, then kill you and rape you again!?” Mo Fan 

yelled back. He was utterly enraged. 

Professor Li and Professor Zheng coughed awkwardly upon hearing their words. Couldn’t Mo Fan 

behave himself? Did he forget that he was currently at Alps Institute? How could he say something like 

that… 

Sheryl and Edith immediately blushed. How was someone so perverted be the strongest participant in 

the World College Tournament? Heidi had appeared right on time. The guy was being too disrespectful 

to their school! He should be thrown into a pot of oil ten thousand times! 

Heidi was trembling in anger after hearing his words. Her chest heaved when the thought of him seeing 

her naked body crossed her mind. 

“Soul-Twisting Melody!” 

Heidi lifted her gaze, revealing her pale, long neck. She opened her lips and started to sing, facing the 

blue sky. 

The strange notes rose into the air and formed the dark strings of a harp above Mo Fan, looming over a 

huge area. 



Mo Fan knew what kind of power this was. He immediately backed away from the strings, but the 

strange melody was being played. Deadly rays poured down at him, inflicting serious damage on his 

Spiritual World… 

Mo Fan’s mental strength had already reached the fifth stage, yet his mental defense crumbled within 

seconds against the woman’s Soul-Twisting Melody. If his mental strength had not improved from the 

pressure of the waterfall previously, his defense might have collapsed even quicker! 

The Pendant around Mo Fan’s neck unleashed a blue ripple to protect his mind. He felt his thoughts 

clearing up a little, but the duration of the Soul-Twisting Melody was quite long. It would first penetrate 

the defense of a person’s mind, place the person under prolonged torture, and finally, end their life and 

devour their soul! 

“Lightning Explosion!” 

Mo Fan quickly used his Lightning Magic while his mind was under the protection of the Focus Necklace. 

Lightning swarmed to Mo Fan’s arms as he flung them into the air! 

The Silent Deadly Bolt crossed paths and exploded where the strings were. The lightning arcs produced 

an enormous shockwave that shattered the notes of the Soul-Twisting Melody! 

“Tone: Kill!” 

Heidi continued attacking. She moved her fingers around rapidly, as if she was playing a harp. 

Several invisible sonic waves over fifty meters long swept forward and whipped at the space around Mo 

Fan, churning the surface of the water… 

Mo Fan nimbly dodged the attacks. He managed to dodge over ten of them, but to his surprise, the 

woman’s Sound Element was incredibly powerful, and she was able to combine the sonic waves into a 

huge net. It was lunging at him with a terrifying wave of deadly notes, giving Mo Fan no chance of 

dodging it! 

Chapter 1472: Minding Three Things At Once 

1472 Minding Three Things At Once  

 

“Hand of Silent Thunder!” Mo Fan knew he had no chance of evading the attack. He remained still as the 

powerful force of the Sound Element came at him. 

A purple hand appeared in front of Mo Fan and absorbed the energy of the Sound Element. It 

transformed the energy into Lightning Magic of equivalent force as it struck him! 

“Is that all you got? Are you giving me a scratch now?” Mo Fan mocked looking at Heidi. 

Heidi did not know anything about the Hand of Silent Thunder. She only had the urge to not let the 

shameless prick live for another second! More notes were played at a higher frequency, forming an even 

stronger sonic wave in the air. The whole river under the waterfall was trembling! 



Even though it was only the Intermediate Spell of the Sound Element, the combined force of the notes 

when they were stacked together was scarier than the Advanced Spell, Soul-Twisting Melody! 

Mo Fan remained unmoving. If it was purely the Sound Element, Mo Fan would not be able to defend 

himself, due to the lack of defensive spells. However, since the Hand of Silent Thunder was transforming 

the attack into Lightning Magic, the Lightning Tyrant Domain granted Mo Fan the sturdiest flesh refined 

by lightning! 

Apart from increasing Mo Fan’s resistance, the Domain would also absorb the Lightning Magic. Mo Fan 

kept provoking her to obtain more power! 

The fiercer Heidi’s attacks were, the stronger Mo Fan’s Lightning Magic became. The berserk Heidi 

finally stopped attacking and recovered her wits when she sensed a strong energy accumulating on Mo 

Fan’s body. 

“You are threatening to kill me, if that’s all you got!? Have a taste of my lightning!” Mo Fan was covered 

in thick arcs of lightning, extending wildly over a hundred meters beyond him. “Sky Lightning Giant 

Claw!” 

An eerie dark claw descended from the clear sky out of nowhere, tearing at the area that Queen of 

Dimensions Heidi was in. Terrifying cracks filled up the space. Heidi was initially planning to escape with 

Blink, but abruptly realized the lightning kept shattering her Star Constellation, not giving her any 

chance to cast the spell! 

Upon realizing it was impossible to evade the lightning claw, Heidi immediately formed six walls 

surrounding her with her Will. However, the boosted lightning claw had a strong penetrating ability. 

Most defensive spells and magic equipment would have a hard time resisting it! 

“Chaotic Vortex!” Heidi immediately changed her approach. She cast a dimensional vortex above her. 

The dimensional vortex was able to absorb every kind of energy. When the fierce lightning claw came 

down from the sky, it immediately disappeared into the vortex without a trace! 

“Chaos Element?” Mo Fan raised his brows. 

The woman had the Space Element, Sound Element, and the Chaos Element. Every Element she had was 

Dimensional Magic, and each of her spells was powerful because of her outstanding cultivation. No 

wonder she was such a tough opponent! 

“Back at you!” Heidi reversed the direction of the vortex. It was initially rotating clockwise, but its 

motion was now anti-clockwise. The formidable energy of the Sky Lightning Claw sprang right back at 

Mo Fan! 

Surprisingly, Mo Fan grinned upon seeing it! 

Mo Fan used to be utterly clueless about how to handle the Chaos Element, since the person could just 

absorb his spells and reflect them with greater strength. Zorro managed to defeat a group of people on 

his own by abusing the power of the Chaos Element. 

However, the English genius had still lost to him in the end, and the reason was that he kept reflecting 

Mo Fan’s Lightning Magic, thus allowing Mo Fan to keep strengthening it! 



Mo Fan would even cast lightning on himself at times to strengthen his Lightning Magic. He was 

overjoyed when he saw Heidi reflecting his Sky Lightning Claw back at him! 

Mo Fan opened his arms. He was prepared to receive the baptism of lightning, but an inharmonious 

voice came from the distance. 

“Heidi, he’s able to absorb lightning, don’t reflect it back at him!” Sheryl yelled. 

Heidi realized what was happening upon hearing the words. She quickly waved her hand, altering the 

angle of the Chaotic Vortex to unleash the lightning at a hillock nearby. 

The hill popped like a bubble when the lightning landed on it. Pieces of rocks scattered and rolled down 

the mountain, leaving a scorched pit at the top. 

Mo Fan clenched his teeth when he saw the abundant energy being wasted on an innocent mountain. 

He pointed at Sheryl and cursed, “B**ch, shut the f**k up!” 

“Humph, serves you right!” Sheryl shouted back. 

Mo Fan almost burst out swearing. Too many people had seen the move he used to defeat Zorro. 

Anyone that recognized him would most likely know about his ability to absorb lightning to strengthen 

his attacks. 

He was going to take out the woman with a single blow. He had no idea how to deal with her now! 

After diverting the lightning to a different spot, Heidi abused her powerful Telekinesis once again. This 

time, she was controlling the newly shattered pieces of rock. They floated in the air before being fired at 

Mo Fan like arrows. 

“Bli…” 

“Sound Disturbance!” 

Mo Fan was about to Blink away, but Heidi reacted faster than him, decisively interrupting Mo Fan’s 

channeling. 

Mo Fan was startled. The woman was supposed to be controlling the rocks with her Will. How was she 

using Sound Magic to disrupt his spell? 

The use of magic was continuous; even Telekinesis of the Space Element required full concentration 

during the process. The spell would lose its effects if the Mage cast another spell in the process! 

To Mo Fan’s disbelief, the madwoman was able to use the Sound Magic while she was controlling the 

rocks with her Will. Her Will showed no sign of being interrupted; the rocks continued to fly at him from 

different angles! 

— 

The observant Professor Li and Professor Zheng noticed the effect right away! 

“Is she able to mind two things at once?” Professor Li asked curiously. 



“That’s the Queen of Dimensions’ Innate Talent. Not only can she mind two things at once, she can even 

mind three things at once!” Edith said proudly. 

“She can mind three things at once? How insane is her Innate Talent? Wouldn’t that make her 

unbeatable as long as her casting speed is fast enough!?” Zhao Manyan said. 

“Even some of the mentors are no match for Heidi. Do you think you’re good just because you have 

come first in the World College Tournament? Even Zorro, whom Mo Fan beat by luck, has lost to Heidi!” 

Sheryl said. 

“Mo Fan, that woman’s Innate Talent is the ability to mind three things at once. Be careful, that’s all the 

help I can provide you with!” Zhao Manyan generously reminded Mo Fan with a yell. 

“I thank you so much!” If Mo Fan had the time, he would gladly have given Zhao Manyan a firm middle 

finger. 

How unlucky was he? He ended up stumbling into a monstrous nun deep in the Alps when he was just 

being a little pretentious! 

Chapter 1473: No Backing Out, Fight Like Your Life Is At Stake! 

 

To think that someone had the Innate Ability to mind three things at once in the world; it was basically 

cheating. It explained why the woman’s Will was so powerful, as if she could easily control anything 

within sight. Her mental strength clearly outmatched most Mages! 

Mo Fan had been constantly practicing his Will, too. He was able to do all sorts of things with it, but 

when compared to this woman’s, it was like the difference between a little stream and a huge river… 

Mo Fan had no intention of displaying his slight skill before an expert. He was forced to use his full 

strength against the insanely strong woman. 

“Little Flame Belle! Fiery Ring of Burning Embers!” 

Mo Fan summoned Little Flame Belle. The Domains of the Calamity Fire and the Ardent Sunset 

immediately amplified Mo Fan’s control of the Fire Element, placing all the Fire Magic in the 

surroundings under his control! 

The two flames formed several rings of flames around him. The fiery rings spread out rapidly, burning 

the rocks that were flying at Mo Fan to ashes… 

The rings spread further. The rocks were having difficulty closing in on Mo Fan despite their numbers. 

“An attachable Fire Spirit?” Heidi stared at the man now engulfed in flames in disbelief. 

If an Elemental Mage could form a pact with certain unique Elemental Creatures, it could significantly 

improve their control and strength of that Element! If they were lucky enough to find an attachable 

Elemental Spirit, they could even grant the Elemental Mage extra abilities that were not part of ordinary 

spells, allowing them to fight demon creatures in close combat! 

Heidi finally realized who the Asian man was when she saw him being Possessed by the Flame Belle. 



The strongest participant in the World College Tournament, with unstoppable Fire and Lightning 

Elements, the Chinese Mage with Double Innate Elements! 

That being said, Heidi had no intention to let Mo Fan go, regardless of who he was! 

“Fire Crystal Candle!” Mo Fan swiftly gathered the flames and compressed them into a little candlelight. 

Mo Fan could not afford to preserve his strength after learning how strong his opponent was. If he 

allowed his opponent to secure the upper hand, he was going to have a hard time casting a spell that 

could threaten her! 

The Fire Crystal Candle formed from three Soul-grade Flames had three different colors: brown, rose, 

and scarlet. It did not stand out much, yet the energy it contained could easily destroy mountains and 

rivers! 

Heidi did not care much about it. However, her expression shifted when she noticed the space around it 

being compressed countless times. 

“Blink!” Heidi immediately vanished into thin air, leaving a trail of crystalline blue dust behind. 

Heidi appeared four hundred meters away the following second. Her alluring figure remained at the 

waterfall curtain… 

Mo Fan was quite surprised that the woman was able to Blink so far away. 

However, it did not necessarily mean she was out of range! 

“Detonate!” 

The three Soul-grade Flames exploded above the wide river. A shocking mushroom cloud roared into the 

sky. The waves of flames completely devoured the area within a few hundred meters! 

The flames rapidly approached Heidi. Her sapphire blue eyes glowed brilliantly. Her figure was 

encapsulated by the same light. 

It was possible to do a lot of things with Will. The waterfall less than fifty meters behind her behaved 

unusually once again. The white curtain turned into a pair of hands and wrapped around her, blocking 

the fierce waves of flames lunging at her. A white mist rose into the air as the flames crashed into the 

waterfall! 

The flames surged at the bridge under the waterfall. Both Sheryl and Edith gasped. They knew Mo Fan 

was strong since he had come in first in the World College Tournament, but they did not expect him to 

be able to last for so long in the battle against Heidi, the Queen of Dimensions! The students of Alps 

Institute had been bothered by a thought for a long time; could the students of the same grade possibly 

defeat Heidi, even if they teamed up? 

“I’ve really underestimated you!” Heidi slowly appeared from the disarrayed water. Her skin was still as 

pale as snow. Mo Fan’s three Soul-grade Flames did not harm her at all. 



“Likewise!” Mo Fan took a deep breath. It was surprising to find such a brilliant Maga hidden deep in the 

mountains. For over half a year, Mo Fan had thought he would not find any Advanced Mage that could 

fight him for more than five minutes, other than a Turtle Shell Mage like Zhao Manyan! 

“I was only minding two Elements at once. You are still no match for me. If you drop to your knees and 

apologize, I will consider sparing your life,” Heidi said coldly. 

“My mind was full of your naked body just then, so I wasn’t able to pay attention, either. If you willingly 

climb up to my bed tonight and serve me well, I will consider not destroying such a beautiful flower like 

you,” Mo Fan replied disdainfully. 

“You asked for it!” Heidi utterly regretted her decision to converse with a man whose mind was full of 

such dirty thoughts. She was thinking of giving him a chance, since she was quite impressed by his 

strength, yet the guy did not show any hint of remorse! 

“Don’t just use your mouth; if you don’t show me some true moves or alluring postures, I won’t feel 

anything!” Mo Fan shot back. 

Heidi blushed in anger; every man she had ever met had either been very polite to her, or disregarded 

her aloofly. She had never seen anyone so shameless and perverted… normally, she would destroy 

someone like him with a single glance! She would treat him just like a wild, barking dog… but the 

problem was, she was having trouble taking him out! She could only listen to the filthy words that were 

polluting her ears. 

“I’ll tear your mouth apart first!” Heidi hissed. 

Her blue eyes flickered; this time, she did not grab the things around her with her Will. She was fixing 

her eyes on Mo Fan, attacking him directly with her Will! 

The ability to mind three things meant that not only she was able to split her Will into three to cast 

three different spells simultaneously, but it also meant her mental strength was several times stronger 

when she was fully focused! 

The Will was invisible. It was a strong mental force as quick as a glimpse and as powerful as a godly 

weapon! 

Mo Fan was a Space Mage, too. There was no way he would miss such a deadly force coming at him. To 

his surprise, not only was the woman’s Will slashing at him like an axe, it was binding him to the spot! 

His body was trembling under the enormous pressure, and he could not even budge! 

It was meaningless for a person to run away on foot when a huge mountain was collapsing onto them. It 

was the scariest thing about being bound to the ground under pressure. Mo Fan had experienced it 

when he was facing the Dreadful Curse Cerberus and the Scorpion Lord Medusa! 

“So it’s possible to seal off a target’s movement when one’s Will is strong enough,” Mo Fan murmured. 

Either way, the woman’s mental strength and cultivation of Dimensional Magic were significantly 

stronger than his own. He was able to learn a few things from her Mind Lock and Will Slash attack… 



That being said, Mo Fan was not completely helpless against it. He had prepared something in advance 

and injected it into her alluring body when he realized how outstanding the woman’s mental strength 

was. It was none other than the evil Dark Material! 

“Rebelling Shadow!” Mo Fan didn’t move, not even trying to dodge the Axe of Will. 

He would like to see if his Rebelling Shadow was quicker at slicing her throat than her Will was in hitting 

him. He did not even bother to defend himself, since he did not have any defensive spells that would 

come in handy! 

The Dark Material silently flew out of Heidi’s back. It was as faint as a mist, but as more of the Seeds of 

Darkness sprouted, the Dark Material grew thick enough to form a demon shadow resembling her! 

The black shadow attached to Heidi’s back. Its slim hand curled around Heidi’s long, pale neck, while it 

placed a dagger on her skin. 

Despite having Heidi’s noble and elegant silhouette, the demon shadow suddenly sprouted an eerie 

grin! 

If the demon shadow successfully slit its target’s throat, it would return the Commander-level Soul 

Remnant to Mo Fan. Mo Fan stood there waiting, the same eerie grin on his face. 

Heidi never thought her own shadow would threaten her life. She shivered in fear when she felt the cold 

touch on her neck. 

-That’s right, the guy has Double Innate Elements. The Fire, Lightning, and Space Elements aren’t the 

only Elements he has…- 

If Heidi withdrew her attack right away, she could easily defend herself, and get rid of the Rebelling 

Shadow with the speed and strength of her Will. It was why Mo Fan was being so fearless; he firmly 

believed Heidi would withdraw her attack to defend herself! 

“Let’s see who’s quicker, then!” Heidi’s eyes glittered as she uttered the words firmly. 

Heidi did not withdraw her Will. The Rebelling Shadow needed some time to slit her throat open, and 

also needed time for her throat to bleed. Meanwhile, her Will would reach Mo Fan, who was controlling 

the Rebelling Shadow, in the next second, and tear him into pieces! 

Heidi could take a defensive approach and let the battle continue, but she chose not to! 

She decided to push both Mo Fan and herself to the edge of the cliff, forcing Mo Fan to withdraw the 

Rebelling Shadow and defend himself instead. Either way, she would not forgive the jerk for staining her 

innocence! 

“F**k! Are you out of your mind!?” Mo Fan was shocked when he noticed Heidi was not withdrawing 

her attack. 

-Crazy, the woman is absolutely nuts!- She was going to die if he did not withdraw his attack. The 

Rebelling Shadow would not just cause her to bleed when it slit her throat, it would also inject the Dark 

Material into the wound! If the Dark Material entered her body through the arteries of her neck, no 

Healing Magic could match the rate her life would drain away! 



 

Chapter 1474: I“m A Well-Behaved Studen 

 

-It was not even anything serious. Dies she really have to go this far!?- 

Mo Fan would not slit a person’s throat for no reason. Even if the woman was being unreasonable, it 

was unnecessary to fight her to death. 

However, if he withdrew the Rebelling Shadow, the woman’s Will was most likely going to leave him full 

of holes. He was getting a huge headache! 

“Consider yourself lucky!” Mo Fan clenched his teeth and withdrew the Rebelling Shadow. He knew he 

had to behave since he was still at a foreign school. 

On the other hand, Heidi smiled in victory. Her blue eyes shifted slightly, and her Will swept past Mo Fan 

at an insane speed… 

Mo Fan did not defend himself. He could not do anything but watch the Will Daggers flying past him. 

Heidi was not serious about tearing him to pieces, and they only left a few cuts on him. It was nothing 

serious. 

Mo Fan felt the wounds burning. He grinned as he watched his blood pouring out from the cuts and 

dripping into the river. 

“Are you pleased now?” Mo Fan lifted his gaze and harrumphed coldly. 

“I’m the one that spared your life!” Heidi said sternly. She was displeased by Mo Fan’s tone. 

“I wouldn’t have gone easy on you if you were my enemy!” Mo Fan sniffed back at her. 

“Aren’t you going to apologize at all!?” Heidi grunted. 

“I’ll say sorry twice, and you will let me see your body again to make it even!” Mo Fan replied. 

“You’re unbelievable!” Heidi was about to explode. Her Will hummed in the air, as if she was going to 

raze the whole place to the ground! 

Mo Fan did not back down, either. The flames engulfing him soared into the clouds and set the sky 

ablaze. 

“Alright, that’s enough! Stop it, will you…” a middle-aged woman in a peach gold magic robe standing on 

the waterfall shouted out. 

Mo Fan looked at the waterfall and saw a gorgeous woman descending from the top of the waterfall, 

white wings on her back. The water splashing into the air from the fierce waterfall was kept half a meter 

away from her… 

She glided down onto the river, landing softly on a boulder sticking out from the water right between 

Mo Fan and Heidi. She first looked at Mo Fan with a gentle smile. Her crow’s feet were quite obvious. 

“I believe this is a misunderstanding,” the woman in the peach gold robe began. 
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“You were up there for so long. I thought you were going to say something more practical,” Mo Fan said 

in displeasure. 

He had sensed her presence long ago. She was obviously a mentor of the Alps Institute. Even the 

unreasonable Heidi brought her hands together and bowed slightly to the woman. 

“The duels between young students are the most spectacular shows for us. Why would I interfere with 

it?” the mentor answered him. 

“Miss Ceylan, why would a person like him show up our in Alps Institute?” Heidi demanded to know. 

“We invited him here; Pearl Institute demonstrated extraordinary talents during the World College 

Tournament. We are hoping to learn a thing or two from the ancient civilization from the east. In return, 

we invited their mentors and students here for an exchange. They are our guests. Heidi, let’s not make 

things difficult for them,” Ceylan replied. 

“I won’t trouble the others. As for him…” Heidi insisted on fighting Mo Fan to the death! 

“There’s something wrong with you. The waterfall is obviously a trial that anyone can challenge. You 

assumed that the cave was safer than your room, so when I went into the cave, I saw you…” 

“One more word and I’ll swear you’re going to disappear from this world right away!” Heidi snarled 

coldly. 

How could she possibly let the others know the scum had seen her naked body? She would not allow 

him to tell anyone about it! 

“You’ve said the same thing half a dozen times, but I’m still very much alive,” Mo Fan scoffed back. 

“Miss Ceylan, why don’t we let them have a showdown here? I bet it’s going to take them some time to 

decide the winner. Let’s head to the bridge and enjoy some tea there.” Professor Li came walking over. 

His shoes were touching the water, yet he was not sinking at all. 

“I agree,” Ceylan smiled. 

“I’ve had enough; Li Ximei, hurry up and treat my injuries!” Mo Fan jumped to the bridge. 

Edith and Sheryl felt like they had finally gotten their revenge after seeing Mo Fan’s bleeding wounds. 

Mo Fan could not care less about what the women were thinking. He could not even tell if they had 

purposely set him up. He had paid such a huge price just to take a few glances at a woman’s naked 

body! 

“I’m not a Healer,” Li Ximei replied with raised eyebrows. 

“Really? Why did we even bring you here?” Mo Fan said. 

“…No one knew you were going to start a fight right away!” Li Ximei protested. 

“I’ll treat your injuries. It’s just a few minor wounds. My disciple didn’t really mean it,” Ceylan came up 

to Mo Fan. A white Healing Spirit appeared on her palm. 



The Healing Spirit flew toward Mo Fan and circled about him. His wounds started healing rapidly. The 

injuries were not serious, but his clothes were ragged and covered in blood now. He felt extremely 

uncomfortable! 

“If every student in your school is a gangster like her, I think it’s better for me to go back to the city,” Mo 

Fan said. 

“It’s almost dark; you will have to consume a lot of energy to reach the city in time. Come, I can tell how 

meddlesome you are. I believe Alps Institute is perfect for you,” Ceylan smiled. 

“Miss, it’s very weird for you to say so. I’ve always been a well-behaved student. I was almost qualified 

for the school’s scholarship. If you don’t trust me, feel free to ask Professor Li and Professor Zheng, they 

know about my achievements at Pearl Institute…” Mo Fan said piously. 

“Mo Fan, I’m afraid it’s difficult to testify to that,” Professor Li responded. 

Mo Fan was well-behaved? 

He was the Pearl Institute’s Demon King, who would beat the crap of anyone that he felt to be an 

eyesore! He had taught almost every student at the top of the rankings a lesson! He even challenged 

every new student during the opening ceremony, and challenged an entire faculty branch! Did he really 

have the guts to describe himself as well-behaved? The younger a person was, the more shameless he 

would be! 

“Forget it, I won’t be fussed about a crazy woman. Let’s go inside, I’m starving,” Mo Fan sighed. 

“I’ve already prepared some delicacies. I believe it will change your impression of the Alps Institute,” 

Ceylan said with an inviting gesture. 

Heidi did not dare misbehave in front of Ceylan. She could only glare at the back of Mo Fan’s neck! 

 

Chapter 1475: The Vegetarian School 

 

Mo Fan seriously thought he had been set up by Miss Ceylan! 

She clearly mentioned that his impression of their school was going to change after dinner. She was 

absolutely right; Mo Fan’s impression of Alps Institute could not be any worse after dinner! 

“These vegetables, bread, and vegetable soups… f**k me, give me some meat!” Mo Fan was about to 

lose his mind. 

Since he was injured, he was looking forward to eating some meat to replenish his blood and aid his 

recovery. To his surprise, Alps Institute turned out to be a vegetarian school. Apart from the female 

students with their pale, tender, and juicy skin, there was no sign of meat at all! 

The Alps had a lot of readily-available ingredients to prepare some exotic delicacies, but there was a 

huge sign on the canteen’s door stating that every little creature on the mountain was the most 
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adorable little elf. They would be blessed with good luck if they stumbled into the creatures, but if they 

brought any harm to the creatures, they would find themselves in misfortune! 

“I’m utterly impressed by you guys. You don’t eat any meat, so why are your students as tough as nails?” 

Mo Fan said to Ceylan. 

Ceylan was a typical cunning old fox. She would reply gently regardless of the sarcastic comments Mo 

Fan was throwing at her. It felt like his words did not mean anything, like he was punching some cotton. 

“We just put all our attention on cultivating. Seeing how hot-tempered you are, you should actually 

consider staying here and cultivate for a few months. I believe your demeanor would change 

significantly after a few months. Why do you think people always think of our students as sacred as a 

snow lotus herb on Tianshan Mountain? It’s because of our unique management and our determination 

to eat vegetarian as a way to respect nature. We are friendly, but we aren’t timid,” Ceylan said seriously. 

The wrinkles on her face stood out when she smiled, but she did not seem to be bothered by them at all. 

“Ceylan is right. Our Pearl Institute is located in a busy city. The KTVs, food stalls, and bars are within 

reach, and are distractions to the students. Those that do not have a firm heart are going to lose their 

way. We should really be learning from you guys by establishing a new school on Beiyu Mountain. We’ll 

let the new students spend some time among the verdant hills and limpid water to train their hearts 

before they set foot in society,” Professor Zheng nodded. He actually admired Alps Institute’s approach! 

“Wow, Professor Zheng, do you seriously mean that? I don’t think it’s a bad thing for the school to be 

located amid feasting and pleasure-seeking places. Didn’t they use to call me the Little Prince of 

Nightlife, who was extravagant and dissipated? Well, I still made it to the national team after I decided 

to take my cultivation seriously. Meanwhile, this school’s approach is forcing its students to undergo 

ascetic practice like a monk. It’s going to cause a backlash soon,” Zhao Manyan said disapprovingly. 

“There are different ways of doing it, but being vegetarian is a little overdoing it…” Professor Li loved 

eating meat and drinking alcohol, too. The reason why he was reluctant to come here was because he 

knew the school was vegetarian. 

It was truly a struggle! 

“Not only are they vegetarian, they didn’t even use any oil in their cooking. Ceylan, I’ve indeed learned a 

lot today. Can you please send two students that are slightly normal to escort us down the mountain 

tomorrow morning?” Mo Fan had enough of this. 

Who said the place was a paradise for men? Paradise my ass! 

It was true that most of the students were fair-skinned and beautiful, and possessed of a sacred 

temperament, yet they were all proud as peacocks. They assumed all men in the world were vile and 

filthy. He wondered which brainless leader of the school had brainwashed them that way. What year 

was it? Even the monasteries had Wi-Fi nowadays, yet this place did not even have mobile signal 

coverage. He could not help but wonder if he had gone back to the Middle Ages! 

“Mo Fan, stop complaining so much, we still have to stay here for the exchange program that lasts for a 

month. We can’t just leave tomorrow,” Professor Zheng sighed. 

“A month?” Mo Fan and Zhao Manyan blurted out. 



Didn’t they say they were going to pay a quick visit as a part of the official procedures? How did it 

suddenly become a month now? What kind of joke was this? Not eating meat for a month was worse 

than being banned from having sex for a month! 

“Mo Fan, one of the Magistrates is from Alps Institute. She was the one that planned the exchange 

program, so we can’t leave yet. If you do well in the program, you might leave the Magistrate with a 

good impression. It’s going to help you with the trial, too!” Professor Zheng encouraged him. 

“A straight foot is not afraid of a crooked shoe,” Mo Fan replied. 

“Very well, if you are leaving tomorrow, we’ll be going back to our country, too. Whatever happens here 

is none of our concern,” Professor Zheng said. 

“…Professor Zheng, I thought you were different from Professor Li, the kind that cares a lot about their 

face,” Mo Fan said. 

“What did you say!?” Professor Li immediately cried out. He pointed at Professor Zheng and said, “How 

dare you compare him with me?” 

“Old Li, what do you mean by that? Wasn’t I just following the instructions from the school!?” Professor 

Zheng grunted. 

“Alright, calm down, let’s not argue any further. We’ve already agreed that the exchange is going to last 

for a month, so no one is going to leave any time soon. Mo Fan, don’t be so stubborn. I know about the 

situation between you and the Holy Judgment Court. We are willing to lend you a hand. We don’t 

believe you would murder an innocent Golden Sun Knight,” Ceylan said. 

“I believe that too; there’s no way he is strong enough to murder a Golden Sun Knight of the Parthenon 

Temple,” Heidi said. She had an unusual demeanor. She did not necessarily place herself above the 

common populace, nor was she incompatible with the rest of the students. 

“How did you manage to peel the potatoes until they are so smooth and tender? The chefs here must be 

very skilled.” Mo Fan picked up a cooked, unseasoned potato slyly. 

Heidi did not understand what Mo Fan was alluding to at first, but she eventually remembered Mo Fan 

had seen her naked after a second thought. She immediately blushed in anger. The silver plates on the 

table started trembling and rattling… 

“Heidi, mind your temper. The loud rumble of the waterfall couldn’t disturb your mind, yet you have 

failed to stay calm after a few words from Mo Fan. I have now decided that you will accompany our 

guests at all times during the exchange, and you are not allowed to use any offensive spells without my 

permission,” Ceylan said to Heidi sternly, frowning. 

Ceylan had a rule; no presence of magic was allowed when they were eating. They must be respectful to 

the food, it was an inviolable gift from nature. Heidi had lost her calm after being provoked by Mo Fan, 

making her lose control of her Will for a moment. 

“Yes, Miss Ceylan…” Heidi immediately lowered her head, knowing that she had broken Ceylan’s taboo. 

“Very well, it’s a kind of training for you, too. You are now strong enough, those below the Super Level 

don’t stand a chance against you, but don’t forget, not all enemies are going to fight you head-on. Some 



of them might say things or use dirty tricks that are ten times or a hundred times worse than Mo Fan’s 

words. If you can’t stay calm, your Dimensional Magic will be broken through easily,” Ceylan chided her. 

Ceylan was quite friendly, gentle, and controlled to others, but she was a strict mentor when it came to 

Heidi! 

“I will keep it in mind, teacher,” Heidi nodded. Her anger slowly dissipated. She did not say a further 

word. She enjoyed the vegetable soup, regaining her elegant demeanor. 

Mo Fan remained smiling, but Heidi insisted on not looking at his annoying face. Otherwise, she might 

lose her calm again! 

“Miss Ceylan, you are strict on your student’s deportment, too! It is true that a student’s behavior could 

reflect the inner qualities and teachings of a school. Regarding this, Mo Fan and Zhao Manyan have 

indeed smudged Pearl Institute’s reputation. We should be ashamed,” Professor Li said. 

Li Ximei and Mu Bai chuckled after hearing those words. Professor Zheng was pretty amusing! 

“In my opinion, Pearl Institute emphasizes more freedom, and allows the students to cultivate in a 

relaxing environment. That way, the students are able to display their talents as they please. It is 

expected to have a few students that are like untameable wild horses, but they also provide the school 

with a lot of energy,” Ceylan replied courteously. 

“Are you done fawning upon one another?” Mo Fan grunted. 

“We are actually speaking the truth,” Ceylan replied easily. 

“Indeed,” Professor Zheng nodded. 

“…Professor Zheng, I seriously think that even though you are not frivolous when talking and joking, you 

are really the same kind of person as Professor Li. I now understand why you two are the most famous 

‘couple’ at our school!” Mo Fan huffed. 

“Mo Fan, do you really think I don’t dare to beat you up?” Professor Li glared at Mo Fan. 

“Forget what I said. Here, let’s enjoy some vegetables…” Mo Fan shoved a small broccoli into his mouth. 

As he thought, the broccoli was only cooked in water! They did not even put any salt on it. The taste was 

so strange that it felt like he was eating grass. Mo Fan was on the verge of losing his mind, especially 

when he realized that he would be staying here for a month… why did he bother to believe in Zhao 

Manyan’s nonsense that they had come here to treat the students with love and tenderness!? 

The female students went to bed very early at night. Even though the buildings, built in the style of 

structures from the Middle Ages, were brightly lit, there was no sign of any students in their sexy 

uniforms in the corridors, the halls, and the leaf-covered paths outside the buildings. 

Alps Institute did not accept only Swiss students. As a matter of fact, there were not many Swiss in the 

school. It recruited its students from all over the world, regardless of their nationality and race. They 

were a family as soon as they joined Alps Institute. The school was like their country, and the Alps was 

their religion… 



 

Chapter 1476 Eating Wild Game  

A long howl echoed on the snowy mountain under the starry sky. The icy blue-furred Flying Creek Snow 

Wolf sprinted along the edges of the mountain. He howled like an emperor declaring his dominance 

over the night and the snow after he reached the top! 

Mo Fan hopped down from the Flying Creek Snow Wolf. He took out a small knife to clean the hare he 

just hunted while setting up a fire with his other hand. 

The snow melted quickly under the heat of the fire. However, Mo Fan could not care less about it. He 

took out some seasonings and quickly sprinkled them on the hare. Its flesh soon emitted a pleasant 

aroma. The golden-yellow oil dripped into the fire from the half-cooked meat, whetting Mo Fan’s 

appetite. 

“Old wolf, go catch a few more,” Mo Fan told the Flying Creek Snow Wolf. 

The Flying Creek Snow Wolf enjoyed staying on the mountain. Three thousand meters of altitude served 

as a boundary line. Most areas above that height were completely covered in snow, and a huge portion 

of the Alps was above it. The Flying Creek Snow Wolf immediately turned into a joyful husky as he 

sprinted freely along the beautiful white valleys, snowy hills, and spectacular peaks. 

“Mu Bai, I have to say that I’m impressed; you actually brought your own seasonings!” Zhao Manyan 

took out a huge bottle of Sprite that he had bought before coming to the mountain. He also took out a 

few cups that he swiped from the school and filled them with the soft drink. 

“I’ve spent a lot of time in the wild. I normally bring them along in my bag. I didn’t think they would 

come in handy this time…” Mu Bai explained calmly. 

Mu Bai had been in the wild frequently over the years. He could not afford to eat dried jerky all the 

time. He would occasionally hunt some wild game and put some seasonings on them to make them 

more edible. 

“The Alps Institute is seriously the most f**king impressive school I’ve ever been to. No mobile 

coverage, no Wi-Fi, no little grocery stores, there is nothing but mountain springs and vegetable soup. 

I’m about to starve to death!” Zhao Manyan cursed. 

“I seriously don’t know why they are so proud of themselves, like they are living in a sacred land. It’s no 

different than staying in prison,” Mo Fan grumbled in agreement. 

“I’m seriously going to lose my mind if I stay here for a month. By the way, we must teach those two 

b**ches a lesson. They seriously think they can just bully us as they please!” Zhao Manyan said. 

“I find them to be an eyesore, too. By the way, why did you end up in a fight with Heidi after going into 

the cave?” Mu Bai snapped the hare’s leg off and munched it. 

“She wasn’t wearing any clothes. I saw it all. Speaking of which, her body is really hot. I thought she was 

a statue at first…” Mo Fan said. 
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“Holy crap, why do you always get to enjoy the good things? If I knew there would be such an open-

minded woman in there, I would have gone too! I don’t think the waterfall is going to stop me,” Zhao 

Manyan was anxious. He regretted not taking the challenge. 

Heidi was very attractive; she had a tall nose, sapphire-blue eyes, small and fleshy lips, and with her 

curly ash-brown hair, it was not exaggerating to call her an angel. Zhao Manyan was already drooling 

when he heard Mo Fan had seen the girl naked… 

“Let’s discuss the other two first,” Mu Bai said. 

“Right, Sheryl and Edith, those cunning b**ches… I swear I’m going to make them kneel down and sing 

‘Conquer’! Did you see the food they gave us? It’s no different than pig feed! Only Shi Junsheng kept 

saying it was delicious. I don’t understand, is that guy a dog? Why is he still fawning upon them after 

how they treated us? He would surely be a traitor if he was born in the ancient times!” Zhao Manyan 

swore. 

Sheryl and Edith clearly knew Heidi always trained in the cave, yet they did not say a single word about 

it. Mo Fan was injured because of it, and his wounds were still hurting. 

Mo Fan was a vengeful person. He would not forgive them, even if they were women! 

Trying to set him up? Hmph, the last person that tried to do so was a Red Cardinal called the Cold Prince, 

but he was now counting down the days he could live in the VIP room of the Holy Judgment Court 

prepared for the criminals that were sentenced to death. How dare those two girls whose hair was not 

fully grown yet get them into trouble!? 

“Mu Bai, I know you’ve brought a lot of things; did you bring any knockout drops?” Zhao Manyan asked. 

Mu Bai’s eyes widened. He said angrily, “Who do you think I am? Why would I have something like 

that!?” 

“I saw a pharmacy when I was taking a stroll back then. I don’t know how to mix the drug. Do any of you 

know how to do that?” Mo Fan asked. 

“I know how to do it… but isn’t that a little excessive?” Mu Bai whispered. 

“What excessive? They were treating us like dogs from the countryside the moment we set foot into 

their school! The look in their eyes and their tones, as if they are the only clean and sacred people in the 

world, and everyone else is nothing but trash… I will not tolerate it, even if you can,” Zhao Manyan said 

angrily. 

Zhao Manyan loved women, especially the pretty ones with alluring figures, but it did not necessarily 

mean he liked these self-important b**ches who kept looking down at them! 

They were going to be here for a month. If they did not teach those two girls a lesson, the girls might 

bully them again! 

“Knockout drops are crossing the line. Let’s wait for another chance, we must teach them a lesson,” Mo 

Fan shook his head. He agreed that it was a little immoral. 



“I didn’t say we were going to do anything to them. We just need to put some fake blood on their 

bedsheets to scare the shit out of them,” Zhao Manyan said. 

“Forget it, we shouldn’t be that fussed with those two women,” Mu Bai said. 

Zhao Manyan did not know how to mix drugs. Meanwhile, there was not even a grocery store within a 

few dozen kilometers, let alone a drug store. He had no choice but to give up on the thought and focus 

on enjoying the delicious meat of a wild hare. 

A long and piercing siren suddenly went off on the snowy mountain. Mo Fan, Zhao Manyan, and Mu Bai 

were munching the delicious meat to cleanse away the disgusting food they had for dinner when they 

noticed a dozen pairs of milky-white wings surrounding them. 

A bunch of Magas in white uniforms landed before them. One of them with thick brows came forward 

and frowned when she saw the grilled wild hare. 

“We received a report that someone is endangering little creatures on the mountain. I believe you were 

told not to harm any living creatures on the Alps when you set foot in here. You three will come with 

me; the disciplinary teachers will punish you accordingly,” the Maga ordered, very displeased. 

Zhao Manyan exploded in rage. He pointed at the Maga and grunted, “F**k me, we’re just hunting some 

wild game for food; are you being serious now? Do you really think the whole mountain is yours!? It’s 

not like we are eating in the school!” 

“Take your hand back. Otherwise, I’m going to assume you’re resisting arrest. We won’t be going easy 

on you!” the Maga said coldly. 

“Just bring it on! If any of you can touch a single strand of my hair, I’m willing to be called your 

grandson!” Zhao Manyan yelled. He had had enough of this. 

“Old Zhao, Old Zhao, let’s calm down…” Mo Fan quickly advised. He smiled at the Maga and said, “We’ll 

go back ourselves. There’s no need to complicate things further.” 

“We won’t make things difficult for you if you’re willing to cooperate,” the Maga said. 

Chapter 1477 Revenge Plan  

The Disciplinary Office was located in a faint blue castle-like structure at the mountain’s waist. It was 

where the patrolling Magas had come from. They were responsible for the safety of Alps Institute, 

including punishing the students that broke the rules. 

It was already late at night. Mo Fan, Mu Bai, and Zhao Manyan stood outside the wall of the building, 

which was built pebbles. The Maga with thick brows had wrapped the half-eaten roasted wild hare with 

a piece of cloth. The culprits had been caught red-handed! 

They had met the teacher in charge of the Disciplinary Office during dinner, a gorgeous beauty whose 

age was around Heidi’s. She was quite charming, but she had an icy and strict demeanor, like the Killer 

Nun. 



She was wearing a short hemp robe, her limbs covered tightly with different kinds of fabric. Her neck 

was covered by the collar of the hemp robe. She was wearing gloves and long boots, and her face was 

covered by a faint veil. Her attractive eyes projected an icy stare. 

It was impossible to see any of her skin, apart from her forehead. Mo Fan and Zhao Manyan had already 

discussed this woman called Brianca. She must have been hurt deeply before to wrap her body so 

tightly. None of them thought they would fall into her hands so soon. They were the ones that were 

going to be hurt instead! 

“We rarely have guests that don’t respect our rules at all.” Brianca’s voice clearly displayed her grudge 

against the three. 

“We were outside the school’s territory,” Zhao Manyan said. 

“The rule says you are not allowed to hurt any little creatures in the Alps!” Brianca said in an aggravated 

tone. 

“The Alps extend throughout several countries. Don’t you tell me they have to follow your rules, too?” 

“I thought you would be repenting by now. I didn’t expect you to be finding an excuse for your offense 

instead!” Brianca stepped forward, her heels tapping rhythmically on the slabs. 

The other patrolling Magas quickly backed away. Mo Fan, Mu Bai, and Zhao Manyan were utterly 

speechless; why did she condemn them like they had murdered someone, when they were just eating a 

roasted wild hare? Was this place really the Alps Institute, instead of a mental hospital with a bunch of 

madwomen? 

“Miss Brianca, I’m really sorry for troubling you again.” Professor Li and Professor Zheng had quickly 

come over. 

Li Ximei and Shi Junsheng were with them, too. Li Ximei looked at the three being surrounded, while Shi 

Junsheng was gloating over their situation. 

A while later, Heidi, Edith, and Sheryl, who had been asked to stay with Mo Fan and the others, arrived 

too. Mo Fan noticed Edith and Sheryl exchange glances with one another, with a hint of gloating. It was 

very likely that they were the ones that had reported the three. Mo Fan was seriously disgusted by their 

behavior! 

They did not explain the rules clearly to Mo Fan and the others, most likely because they were looking 

forward to seeing them get in some sort of trouble. 

Mo Fan had already tried to withhold his anger toward the two women after the encounter with Heidi. 

To his surprise, the two were not yet done. If he did not teach them a lesson, his surname would no 

longer be Fan! 

“Miss Brianca, I believe they aren’t familiar with the rules yet. They thought the rules only applied to the 

school’s territory instead of the entire Alps, so I believe we won’t have to punish them this time,” Ceylan 

came over and advised them. 

“Rules are meant to be obeyed. It doesn’t matter if they are students of this school or other schools…” 

Brianca said. 



“What would the punishment be?” Mo Fan asked. 

“Forced into confinement for half a month!” Brianca replied. 

“It doesn’t matter if we are under confinement, your school is like a prison on a mountain with a 

graceful environment anyway. By the way, will you serve us meat during confinement?” Mo Fan asked. 

“Are you provoking me now?” Brianca retorted, her gaze sharp. 

“Mo Fan, forget it, and just apologize to them. They won’t be fussy about it,” Professor Zheng said. 

“Yeah, they have their rules here, we just need to obey them while we are here…” 

The hassle continued until the latter half of the night. Mo Fan, Mu Bai, and Zhao Manyan were finally 

released back to their rooms, but their sleepiness was long gone. 

They sat in the library coffee bar. Zhao Manyan angrily paced up and down by the window and cursed, 

“I’ve never felt so humiliated in my life before. They f**king asked me to apologize to a hare. Apologize 

my ass!” 

“It can’t just end like this. We must teach those two b**ches a lesson!” Mo Fan was infuriated whenever 

he thought of Sheryl and Edith’s cunning smirks. 

“I told you to drug them, but you two kept saying it’s inappropriate!” Zhao Manyan was extremely mad. 

“That’s going too far. Besides, if they reported us to that Killer Nun again, they could easily find us guilty. 

It won’t be as easy as apologizing to them if we are caught again. They are surely going to punish us 

severely. After all, they are a bunch of women’s-rights activists. Mu Bai, do you know how to make an 

aphrodisiac instead?” Mo Fan whispered. 

Mu Bai was startled. He blurted out, “What are you thinking?” 

“Don’t get me wrong, just a minor amount will do. We’ll put it into their vegetable soup at lunch. Aren’t 

they supposed to accompany us during the afternoon? We’ll let them follow us around while their 

bodies are heating up. Wouldn’t it be a pleasant sight to see them rubbing their legs while they are 

walking?” Mo Fan said. 

“HAHAHA, that’s brilliant!” Zhao Manyan immediately burst out laughing. “Mo Fan, you’re truly the 

shameless one. That way, they won’t catch us red-handed, and they will have to bear the torture 

themselves.” 

“It’s hard to say if they can bear it or not,” Mo Fan said. 

“HAHAHAHA…” 

Their evil laughter echoed throughout the coffee bar. Although Mu Bai did not burst out laughing, he 

had agreed to mix the aphrodisiac. He could control the amount of the drug to prevent anything from 

going wrong. They were just teaching those two women a lesson, just so they would leave them alone! 

In the morning, they attended a lecture given by a reputable teacher in the school. The spacious hall was 

seated with energetic young women, and due to their good living and dietary habits, their skin was as 



fair as snow and lustrous as jade. As a result, almost every student at Alps Institute was a gorgeous 

beauty. 

They had to keep a strict bearing at all times. They all had an elegant and noble temperament. Apart 

from the unreasonable rules of the school, the place was indeed like a paradise to watch, particularly for 

men… 

The same people were there around lunchtime. Mu Bai started to feel a little nervous while he was in 

his seat. 

As a matter of fact, it was his first time committing such a despicable act, so he was feeling a little guilty 

still. 

As the saying went, those that laid down with dogs would rise up with fleas. If he kept hanging around 

with people like Mo Fan, he would eventually turn into a rascal too! 

“We are serving tomato soup today, enjoy!” A student wearing a white apron carried a tray over and 

gave everyone a bowl of tomato soup in order. 

Alps Institute had to do everything in order, including the distribution of food. Therefore, it was very 

easy to put the drug into certain people’s servings. Sheryl and Edith sat in the eighth and the ninth seats. 

It was impossible for Mo Fan to poison the food on the table, as a few Super Mages were seated at the 

table. They could easily see through his tricks, so he decided to carry out his plan before the soup was 

served. 

“Mo Fan, there’s a vacant seat in the middle, you sure you got it right?” Zhao Manyan whispered. 

“Don’t worry, I’ve counted it,” Mo Fan said. 

“That’s good to know.” 

The soup was served one by one. Mu Bai was getting even more nervous. He felt more nervous than 

when he killed a Commander-level creature for the first time. Meanwhile, Mo Fan and Zhao Manyan 

were calmly enjoying their soup. They seemed very experienced with things like this. 

“Miss Brianca, you’re here, I thought you were busy dealing with some matters,” the female kitchen 

helper said to Brianca with a charming smile. 

“Mm, I was able to settle them quicker than I thought,” Brianca sat down on the vacant seat. 

“We have your favorite tomato soup for today,” the kitchen helper placed the eighth bowl of tomato 

soup in front of Brianca. 

Mo Fan, Mu Bai, and Zhao Manyan’s eyes widened simultaneously. They all stared at the bowl of soup. 

My Heavens, that soup was loaded with something extra! 

“Give me two portions,” Brianca told the kitchen helper. 

“Sure, right away, we’ve prepared extra servings today. Take this bowl too, I’ll go get some more later. 

Senior sisters, please bear with me for a second,” the kitchen helper said. 



“It’s fine, Miss Bianca stayed up late last night because of some people who aren’t willing to obey the 

rules. She definitely needs the extra bowl of soup,” Sheryl said. 

The two bowls of soup were placed in front of Brianca. She did not seem to notice anything unusual. She 

took off her gloves, revealing her fair, lustrous skin and slowly enjoyed the soup… 

Oh mama! 

Mo Fan, Zhao Manyan, and Mu Bai felt like they were about to explode. 

They were told that Brianca was the most talented Mage in Alps Institute had seen for the past thirty 

years. Her cultivation might even surpass some of the old professors. She was truly an expert living in 

seclusion in a sacred land. The only person that was comparable to her was Heidi, but Heidi was still a 

student, so her cultivation was clearly weaker! 

“Mo Fan, what is it? Why is your face so pale? Ceylan asked in concern. She was seated opposite Mo 

Fan. 

“Ah, nothing, the soup tastes as bad as I thought,” Mo Fan blurted out. 

Brianca slowly lifted her gaze and looked at Mo Fan with a frown. 

The soup was her favorite dish, but Mo Fan just described it as horrible. Was he intentionally stirring up 

trouble with her? 

After lunch, the first thought that crossed Mo Fan, Zhao Manyan, and Mu Bai’s mind was to pack their 

stuff and run as far away as possible. 

Once the drug’s effects were done, Brianca was surely going to skin them alive. Even Professor Li and 

Professor Zheng would have trouble stopping her! 

Chapter 1478 Remains on the Icy Mountain  

“Mu Bai, will the effects double if she eats both bowls of soup?” Zhao Manyan asked softly. 

“What did you say?!” Mu Bai was having a headache too. 

The drug would go into effect in about an hour. Hopefully, Brianca was alone in her room when the time 

came. That way, she could just take a rest, assuming she was feeling a little sick, but if she was outside… 

it was difficult to imagine what was going to happen! 

“Mu Bai, hurry up and get some antidote, we’ll find a way to have Brianca drink it. The woman is clearly 

the unreasonable kind. She wasted half our night over a roasted hare. If she knew we were trying to 

drug her, wouldn’t she skin us alive!?” Mo Fan said. 

Ceylan was Heidi’s mentor, so obviously she was very strong. Brianca’s position was on par with 

Ceylan’s, indicating that she also possessed great strength. The three of them had no chance of surviving 

against her! 

“Since when is there an antidote for an aphrodisiac? It’s just a kind of catalytic hormone, it’s not 

poison…” Mu Bai said. 



“We are screwed! Goodness gracious me!” Zhao Manyan felt his scalp turning numb when he thought of 

Brianca. 

“Pack your stuff, it’s time to leave!” Mo Fan said. 

They did not dare to stay any further. They quickly went back to their room to pack their belongings. 

“Let’s split up so we won’t arouse any suspicion,” Zhao Manyan suggested. 

It would be very obvious if they left together. If they were on their own, they could still claim they were 

just taking a stroll. 

Mo Fan went for the gate in the north. It was the same path they had taken to hunt some wild game on 

the mountain. Once he crossed the mountain and a huge icebound valley, he could quickly make his way 

back to Lake Geneva. He would apologize to Professor Li and Professor Zheng once it was over and tell 

them he could not stand the rules of the school, and had decided to go back to the city. He believed 

Brianca would not bother to chase him down, since it was not something she would want to mention, 

either! 

Mo Fan was just about to step beyond the North Mountain Gate when he heard a commanding voice 

from behind. 

“Hold it right there!” Brianca stood on a bridge above an icy lake and stared coldly down at Mo Fan, who 

was trying to run away. 

Mo Fan almost broke out in cold sweat. He turned around and looked at the woman’s veiled face. 

Mo Fan had finally seen her face at lunchtime. She was just as pretty as Heidi, her face as perfect as a 

statue, but in Mo Fan’s eyes, she was currently scarier than the Scorpion Lord Medusa! 

Crap, he was caught in the act! 

No way, he would never admit it, even if he was beaten to death! 

It must have been some nutrients that had caused her hormones to go out of balance. They were not 

going to cause any harm to her. It had to be some other ingredients that had caused the reaction 

instead. It had nothing to do with him! 

“Ah, Miss Brianca, what a coincidence to see you here… After hearing your words of wisdom last night, I 

do realize that I’ve overdone it. I shouldn’t harm the little creatures that are the incarnations of the 

deities on the mountain. I’m going to the mountain to repent,” Mo Fan came up with a perfect excuse. 

Brianca started walking toward Mo Fan. Every step she took caused Mo Fan’s heart to beat even harder. 

His heart had never pounded so heavily, even when he was facing his beloved Mu Ningxue. 

“I was looking for you; your bracelet told me where to find you,” Brianca said. She was holding a little 

box. 

“Ah, you’re looking for me? Is there anything I can help you with? We’ve really reflected on the matter 

last night, and I was really thinking of repenting,” Mo Fan nodded continuously. 



“It’s good to see that you’re repenting. I thought you were too stubborn to admit your wrongdoing. 

Here are the remains of the hare last night. I’ve burned its remains into ashes. I was planning to bury it 

on the mountain to cast aside its hatred. You should come with me.” Brianca was holding the wooden 

box carefully. 

Mo Fan’s expression turned extremely complicated. 

The bracelet! 

Damn it, they were still wearing the bracelets! These people would know their whereabouts all the time, 

which meant it was impossible for them to run away! 

“Al…alright,” Mo Fan let out a relieved sigh. It seemed like Mu Bai’s unprofessional drug was not 

effective at all. Brianca looked perfectly fine on the surface, and a long time had passed since she drank 

the soup. 

It was a huge relief that she was fine. The drug might have failed because of Brianca’s outstanding 

cultivation, or maybe her body composition was special. 

Either way, he had clearly dodged a bullet there. He just needed to put on an act and repent on the 

mountain to get it over with! 

It seemed like luck was not on his side lately. He should avoid stirring up trouble and cultivate at the 

waterfall diligently to improve his mental strength instead… 

Mo Fan followed behind Brianca as they traveled on the thick white snow. He was greatly relieved when 

Brianca seemed perfectly fine to him. 

“Our Alps Institute was once an orphanage. An old Forbidden Mage went into seclusion here. She was 

hoping that the children of the orphanage could protect ourselves, so she taught the kids magic, but she 

passed away not long afterward. The orphans had yet to learn how to protect themselves and how to 

survive in society. To make things worse, a deadly snowfall happened that year. The young children 

were buried under the snow on the mountain, waiting to die of starvation or frost. When they fell into 

deep slumber under the snow, the hares, snow foxes, and many other little creatures dug into the 

snow…” Brianca was not as haughty and unapproachable as Mo Fan first thought. She told Mo Fan the 

origin of Alps Institute and why they cared so much about the little creatures on the mountain. 

“I must admit that the founders did the same cruel things as you did. They ate the little creatures and 

used their fur to keep them warm in order to survive. They barely made it to Spring, and realized the 

mountain goddess of the Alps had shown them mercy. She was not willing to watch the kids die such a 

miserable death, so she turned into little creatures to save them. The Goddess of the Alps was that kind, 

she rather sacrificed herself… since then, we don’t want to hurt them, and chose to eat the same diet as 

them,” Brianca said. 

Mo Fan was a little touched by the story. 

It seemed like he had indeed broken their taboo. Alps Institute would not be around today if it weren’t 

for these little creatures! 

“I can promise you that I will eat vegetarian for a month,” Mo Fan said. 



“We’ve already asked the students to buy some meat when they go to the town to restock our supply. 

I’m afraid we don’t know how to cook meat, so you will have to cook it yourself. It’s true that it’s our 

choice to be vegetarian, so we won’t force you to eat the same diet as us. You have your own way of 

living too,” Brianca said. 

“You have my thanks. I apologize for being ruthless and impolite before,” Mo Fan said. 

It seemed like Alps Institute was not as terrible as he thought. Not everyone here was unreasonable! 

“It’s fine, I do wonder if our semi-closed approach and rules that forcibly suppress a person’s nature is 

the right…” Brianca turned the corner at a wall while she was talking. She suddenly came to a stop and 

swallowed her words after witnessing something ahead. 

Mo Fan was a little confused. When he caught up to Brianca, he saw she was trembling. 

Mo Fan took a step forward, and was shocked to see the gentle snowy slope ahead covered in dead 

bodies. 

The snow was white, but the color of blood was garish against it. There were countless carcasses of little 

creatures, stacked up into an utterly shocking sight under the bright afternoon sunlight! 

Chapter 1479 A Prank? Revenge or Hatred?  

A dark blue wind howled across the valley, as sharp as an enormous saber between the Heavens and 

Earth slashing at the snowy mountain. The wind slashed the top of a few peaks nearby in half. Huge 

chunks of ice began to collapse. 

The same wind left bizarre marks across the white slope. Mo Fan stood within the Wind Domain with 

wide eyes. He could feel Brianca’s rage! 

The spacious mountain, including the highest peak, the steep icy cliffs, the gentle snowy slope, and the 

clear blue sky were filled with the terrifying dark blue wind. It was blowing so fiercely merely because of 

Brianca’s huge surge of emotion! 

Mo Fan was terrified. The woman did not even use any magic. Her Domain and aura alone had resulted 

in such incredible damage when she slightly lost control of her emotions. How incredible was this 

Brianca’s cultivation? 

“The blood hasn’t permeated into the snow yet. The culprit must be nearby still,” Mo Fan said to distract 

Brianca a little. 

He realized how important these little creatures on the mountain were to the Alps Institute after 

hearing the story. She clearly did not expect to witness such an astonishing sight when they had come to 

bury the ashes of the wild hare! 

More than a thousand little creatures had been killed, their carcasses left on the mountain to the north 

of Alps Institute. It was obviously a provocation to the Alps Institute, an insane action of revenge! 

Brianca took a deep breath to calm herself down. 



She almost assumed Mo Fan and his friends had done it to get their revenge at the school when she saw 

the carcasses. However, she realized that they had been attending lectures at the school for the whole 

day. They would not have had the time to hunt so many little creatures… 

Who could possibly do such a thing? It was clearly a blasphemous act to the Alps Institute, a blatant 

provocation! 

“The culprit has already left,” Brianca said. 

“Did you guys offend some maniac lately?” Mo Fan asked. 

It was obviously an act of vengeance. If it was just a prank, the person would most likely only kill a few 

dozen of the creatures and left their carcasses outside the school’s gate. The culprit must have had 

some strong hatred toward the Alps Institute to kill so many little creatures and stack their dead bodies 

in the same place! 

“We mostly interact with other schools, we rarely communicate with other factions. Besides, our school 

is right below the Holy Judgment Court. Even if someone was annoyed by our proud demeanor, they 

wouldn’t dare to do something like this!” Brianca approached the slope. 

Mo Fan went up to the dead bodies and said, “I’ll cremate these bodies. It’s unlikely that we’ll find any 

clues from them. I should just burn them. Otherwise, some students might be terrified when they see 

it…oh, I’ll take a few photos first.” 

“Alright.” 

Mo Fan took out his phone and took a few up close photos. He went to a higher spot and took a photo 

of the entire place. 

After he was done, he summoned the Meteor Scarlet. 

Mo Fan’s control of the Fire Element was quite normal before unleashing his Domain. As he completed 

the Advanced Spell, a meteorite came down from the sky! 

As the Meteor Scarlet flew across the sky under Mo Fan’s control, its flames continued to grow from the 

friction in the air, increasing the spell’s area! 

Mo Fan’s Sky-Flame Funeral would only cover an area of around two hundred square meters in the past. 

If he cast it with the Meteor Scarlet, the area would expand to around three hundred meters square! 

If there was more time available, Mo Fan could cast the Sky-Flame Funeral much higher in the sky. That 

way, the area of the flames might rise to more than five hundred square meters when the meteorite 

landed. An enemy would have no chance of moving out of its area of effect! 

Mo Fan cast the Sky-Flame Funeral. He summoned the meteorite high up in the sky, so the flames would 

cover a bigger area. 

The Meteor Scarlet landed, melting the snow across the valley immediately. The snow turned into 

streams flowing to a lower altitude. 



There was a ravine at the bottom of the slope. After Mo Fan cast the Sky-Flame Funeral a few times, the 

water from the melted snow poured into the ravine and turned into a river in the creek. It would 

eventually reach Lake Geneva. 

The sturdy layer of rocks under the snow was revealed as the flames continued to burn. Mo Fan realized 

how thick the snow was. The ground was around six meters under the snow! 

“Did you notice something yesterday?” Brianca asked. 

Last night, Mo Fan, Mu Bai, and Zhao Manyan were secretly hunting wild game on the mountain. The 

patrolling Magas had found them around midnight. It would take the culprit some time to kill so many 

little creatures and leave their dead bodies at the same place. It was very likely that the culprit was 

already doing it last night! 

“I didn’t see anyone… but I remember the hare’s back leg was already injured when my Flying Creek 

Snow Wolf was chasing after it. There was an obvious frozen wound on it,” Mo Fan said. 

“There is no way the Snowy Mountain Woolen Hare would freeze its own leg. It must have escaped from 

the culprit, who must be an Ice Mage,” Brianca said. 

“I think we should let the others know,” Mo Fan said. 

Mo Fan and Brianca went back to the school, heading to a castle on the waist of a smaller mountain. 

Below the mountain was Faerun River, and another three kilometers further was Faerun Waterfall. 

Faerun Castle was mainly used for administration and meeting purposes. Since the Alps were in good 

order most of the time, Faerun Castle was usually vacant. Headmistress Perry, who was around Ceylan’s 

age, was seated in the sky garden in the castle. She was facing Faerun Waterfall while enjoying her tea. 

“Why would something like this happen!?” Headmistress Perry flew out of her seat and stared at the 

photos on Mo Fan’s phone. 

“We’ve taken care of the dead bodies. We didn’t want the students to see them,” Brianca reported. 

“That’s good to know, you’ve made the right call,” Headmaster Perry frowned. She was struggling to 

think of anyone who would do such a thing. 

“Headmistress, the culprit clearly has a strong hatred toward us. I believe we should seal off the school 

first to guarantee the students’ safety, since they are completely unaware of the danger,” Brianca said 

seriously. 

“Seal off the school? That won’t be necessary, it might just be a prank, or a natural phenomenon that 

we have never seen before. After all, it’s unlikely that anyone would come and stir up troubles with us,” 

Headmistress Perry said. 

“But…” 

Headmistress Perry stopped Brianca before she could speak. The headmistress said, “The young Duke of 

the Casas and the people of the Rhines will be here next week. If we seal the school now, we might lose 

our best chance to reach a deal with them. You do know that the Casas are our biggest investor in 

Europe. From what I know, the Casas prefer to invest in the European schools instead… we need 



sufficient funding to help the new students every year. We have to feed them and provide them with 

shelter and education. If we do not receive the Casas when they are here, or leave them with a bad 

impression, we’ll have to postpone our plans for years. The rise of the sea level has led to a war against 

the sea monsters. Many of the students have lost their homes…” 

Brianca was left speechless after hearing Headmistress Perry’s order. 

Alps Institute had no trouble supporting itself. Every student was incredibly talented; they did not have 

to rely on the renowned clans and factions. However, that was not the reason why the school was 

established. They were hoping to contribute to society, to show the world what women could do, to 

distribute the message to other women that they could strive unremittingly, too! 

At first, Alps Institute was only an orphanage for girls. Before now, they were still helping the female 

orphans across the world so they could grow healthily. They would also bring the talented ones to Alps 

Institute and teach them knowledge and magic. 

However, they clearly needed huge funds for that. They had to protect the little girls who would 

otherwise struggle to survive in society. They would be bullied, scolded, picked on, and forced into labor 

without any way to make their voices heard! 

“Headmistress Perry, I believe we should guarantee our students’ safety, even if we are going to take 

good care of the representatives of the Casas. I have a feeling that the culprit is very powerful. The 

person must be hiding nearby. If the person can be so cruel to the little creatures, I doubt he or she will 

go easy on the students…” Brianca said seriously. 

“Which is why, I hope that you, as the person-in-charge of the Disciplinary Office, will settle the matter 

as soon as possible. It would be best if you can find the culprit before the Casas are here. Miss Brianca, 

the school’s safety is in your hands. You should know that many of our teachers and students have left 

to visit other schools. The only people I can rely on are you, Ceylan, Miya, and the others. I hope you will 

deal with the culprit as soon as possible,” Headmistress Perry said. 

Brianca wanted to say something, but Headmistress Perry stopped her once again. 

Brianca knew Headmistress Perry was determined not to seal off the school. She was the one that came 

up with the suggestion to request funding from the Casas, so how could she possibly give up now? If she 

successfully reached a deal with the Casas, her status in Alps Institute was going to rise significantly. 

“Mo Fan, Miss Brianca, please keep it a secret. I will allocate more patrols. I hope you will keep the poor 

kids that need our help in mind,” Perry reminded them. 

Brianca nodded stiffly. 

Chapter 1480 Searching For the Culpri 

 

 

Mo Fan and Brianca left Faerun Castle. He could see Brianca was not in a great mood, but unfortunately, 

she was not the headmistress. She did not have the power to seal off the school. 



“I have seen a lot of bad people. I can barely consider myself a criminal profiler. It’s obviously not just a 

prank. No one would go so far and kill so many little creatures so brutally just for a prank. The wounds 

on the creatures and the way the culprit placed their bodies clearly showed the strong hatred the 

person has. We shouldn’t rule out the possibility that the person will target the students,” Mo Fan said 

seriously. 

“Do you really think that?” Brianca looked Mo Fan in the eyes. 

“Mm, a person with such a strong murderous intent is not the same as us, who were hunting a wild hare 

to feed ourselves. The person’s goal is very obvious; they are basically saying that he or she is willing to 

go as far as killing the little creatures that your school worships. The culprit is declaring war against your 

school in a confident and ruthless manner, since the person isn’t afraid that you will find out what he or 

she is up to,” Mo Fan replied. 

Mo Fan could guess what the bad people were thinking after spending so much time around them. 

Revenge! 

Mo Fan could smell the rotten scent of the mad culprit. The person was clearly not going to be satisfied 

with just killing the little creatures. The female students of the Alps Institute would be in danger if they 

stumbled into that person! 

Mo Fan believed sealing the school was the right approach. The Alps Institute was incredibly huge. Even 

flying from the north gate to the south gate would take a long time. On top of that, the school was split 

into four main areas. Faerun School was located in the middle, where the terrain was level. Lanxue 

School was located in the west, separated by a huge mountain. Weitian School was in the east, where 

the terrain was the highest, consisting of a few mountains joined by bridges. Holy Judgement School was 

in the north. They were the closest to Faerun School, but also the closest to the scene where the little 

creatures were massacred. 

The culprit possessed remarkably high cultivation. Otherwise, it would be impossible to kill so many little 

creatures and gather them in the area before the blood even permeated the snow. Brianca tried using 

her Wind Domain to scan the mountain, but she found no trace of the culprit. It was clear that the 

culprit was no ordinary Mage! 

Sealing off the school was the best approach. They also had to gather all the students in the same 

school. They could not afford to let them split up, nor could they let them train alone and be on their 

own! 

“You seem to be quite experienced in dealing with these kind of people?” Brianca asked when she 

realized how plausible Mo Fan’s analysis was. 

“More or less. The scum that I’ve sent to Hell could form two soccer teams by now,” Mo Fan said with a 

smile. 

“I’m only a teacher that punishes students that break the rules. We do have some bad-behaving 

students, but they are innocent and kind compared to this kind of maniac that slaughtered so many 

creatures just to provoke us. I’m afraid I will have trouble finding the culprit within a short period of 

time on my own. Can you lend me a hand?” Brianca asked. 



“I can see that you aren’t really familiar with the outside world… as an apology for killing the hare, I’ll 

help you find the culprit,” Mo Fan said. 

Brianca’s face had been extremely pale when she first beheld the gory sight. She had been holding back 

the urge to throw up. 

It was obvious that she had never seen such a brutal sight. She was the kind of Mage that cleansed her 

heart and limited her desires to pursue higher cultivation. She might be in danger if she had to deal with 

the cunning and cruel culprit herself. 

Having a high cultivation was not necessarily enough at times. If the culprit kept killing the little 

creatures or targeted the more vulnerable students, even a Forbidden Mage could not do anything to 

stop them if they could not find who the culprit was! 

It grew dark soon; the day was slightly shorter in the Alps. Mo Fan and Brianca made their way to the 

dining hall. 

Brianca did not even have the appetite to eat. She was clearly lost in thought. She could not understand 

why anyone would kill the little creatures they worshiped in such a brutal manner. 

On the other hand, Mo Fan was starving. He had been through a lot of situations where brains, blood, 

and organs were scattered across the place. The recent discovery was nowhere enough to affect his 

appetite. 

“Miss Brianca, are you feeling not well?” Mo Fan pretended to sound indifferent as he asked the 

question. 

He still remembered the two bowls of soup that were mixed with the aphrodisiac. He was scared that 

the effects had arrived late. 

“I’m fine, I’m just struggling to believe it,” Brianca said. She noticed the strange look in Mo Fan’s eyes. 

She touched her face and said, “Do I look like I’m sick to you?” 

“Oh, nothing, it’s nothing. You should go take a rest. I don’t think the person is going to do anything 

soon…” Mo Fan replied. 

“Alright, thanks for your help.” 

“My pleasure.” 

Mo Fan went back to his room and immediately went to look for Mu Bai. 

Mu Bai and Zhao Manyan were caught while they were trying to run away, too. They were also wearing 

the magic bracelet, so Ceylan knew exactly where they were. They were not dumb enough to say they 

were trying to run away. They told Ceylan they were planning to go to the city to enjoy a nice meal, 

since they could not stand the meals that were served in the school. 

“Is Brianca fine?” Mu Bai asked Mo Fan curiously. 

“Mmm, she wasn’t behaving strangely,” Mo Fan nodded. 



“Wow, Mo Fan, how shameless are you? You knew she was going to be aroused by the aphrodisiac. Did 

you follow her to wait for the chance to… tsk tsk tsk, that Bianca is indeed a beauty if she isn’t such an 

unreasonable person. Most importantly, her cultivation is so insane at such a young age. Mo Fan, you 

won’t have to worry about your future anymore if you can settle her!” Zhao Manyan leered. 

“Assh***, I was just worried that she might learn what we had done, so I tried my best to leave a good 

impression in front of her. Otherwise, she would suspect us right away if she was feeling unwell! We are 

wearing the magic bracelets, there’s no way we can run away!” Mo Fan snarled. 

“I see, you’re trying to earn her trust. How did it go?” Zhao Manyan asked. 

“Something happened in the school.” Mo Fan told them about their discovery in the afternoon. 

Mu Bai and Zhao Manyan were dumbfounded. 

Mu Bai finally spoke after a while, “That’s impossible, we were there last night. We didn’t see anything 

at all. How is it possible that the place was full of dead animals the next day?” 

“Someone must have done it during the latter half of the night, after we were caught. Everyone was at 

school in the morning; no one saw it since no one was patrolling,” Mo Fan answered. 

“The culprit’s cultivation must be very high. It took us great effort just to catch the hare, and the little 

creatures are sparsely spread across the mountain. The culprit most likely traveled a few dozen, or even 

up to a hundred kilometers, just to kill a thousand little creatures,” Zhao Manyan said. 

“I believe the person is going to target the students,” Mo Fan said. 

It was possible to predict a person’s behavior from what they had done before. The culprit completely 

disregarded the value of the little creatures’ lives, meaning that the person would not hesitate to 

murder humans, either! 

 


